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Abstract

In the past decade, significant progress has been achieved in developing generic pri-
mal heuristics that made their way into commercial mixed integer programming
(MIP) solver. Extensions to the context of a column generation solution approach
are not straightforward. The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition principle can indeed be
exploited in greedy, local search, rounding or truncated exact methods. The price
coordination mechanism can bring a global view that may be lacking in some “my-
opic” approaches based on a compact formulation. However, the dynamic generation
of variables requires specific adaptation of heuristic paradigms. The column gen-
eration literature reports many application specific studies where primal heuristics
are a key to success. There remains to extract generic methods that could be seen
as black-box primal heuristics for use across applications. In this paper we review
generic classes of column generation based primal heuristics. We then focus on
a so-called “diving” method in which we introduce diversification based on Limited
Discrepancy Search. While being a general purpose approach, the implementation of
our heuristic illustrates the technicalities specific to column generation. The method
is numerically tested on variants of the cutting stock and vehicle routing problems.
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1 Introduction

Heuristics are algorithms that attempts to derive “good” primal feasible so-
lutions to a combinatorial optimization problem. They include constructive
methods that build a solution and improvement methods such as local search



procedure that starts with an incumbent. The term “primal heuristic” gen-
erally refers to methods based on the tools of exact optimization, truncating
an exact procedure or constructing solutions from the relaxation on which the
exact approach relies: techniques range from greedy constructive procedures
to rounding a solution of the linear programming (LP) relaxation, using the
LP solution to define a target, or simply exploiting dual information for pric-
ing choices. Alternatively, exact solvers can be used as subroutines in building
heuristic solutions, for instance to explore a neighborhood in a local search
procedure. Today’s MIP solvers rely heavily on generic primal heuristics: high
quality primal values help pruning the enumeration by bound and preprocess-
ing; they are also essential in tackling large scale real-life applications where
the exact solver is given limited running time.

Heuristics based on exact methods have found a new breath in the recent
literature. The latest developments are reviewed in [5]. Let us just mention
a few landmarks: the Large Scale Neighborhood Search [3] , the Relaxation
Induced Neighborhood Search [10] , the local branching heuristic [15] , the fea-
sibility pump algorithm [1,14] . Meta-heuristic paradigms such as oscillation
between intensification and diversification of the search, and use of histori-
cal memory have also inspired progress in primal heuristics. Recently such
work has been extended from the context of binary integer programs to gen-
eral integer programs. Our purpose is to examine possible extensions to the
case where one works with a Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation of the problem in-
volving an exponential number of columns. The above mentioned landmark
heuristics have not been applied directly to the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation
because setting bounds on column values can hardly been implemented in
a context of dynamic column generation (the pricing problem ignores such
bounds; modifying it to enforce such bounds typically induces an harder to
solve subproblem). Alternatively, one could potentially develop an implemen-
tation of classic primal heuristics based on projecting the master solution in
the original variable space. But there are no bijective projection in some appli-
cations. Here, we consider how one can develop constructive or improvement
heuristics specifically for the column generation context.

2 An overview of column generation based heuristics

Assume a mixed integer program (IP):

[P ] min{cx : Ax ≥ a,Bx ≥ b, x ∈ Rn
+ × Zp

+︸ ︷︷ ︸
x∈X

}



where a subset of constraints Bx ≥ b defines a subsystem X over which opti-
mization is “relatively easy” while Ax ≥ a represent “complicating constraints”.
For many structured applications, Bx ≥ b has a block diagonal structure with
identical blocks. The structure of [P ] can exploited by reformulating it as a
master program:

[M ] min{
∑
g∈G

(cxg)λg :
∑
g∈G

(Axg)λg ≥ a;
∑
g∈G

λg = K ∀k; λg ∈ N ∀g}

where G is the set of generators of X and K is the number of identical blocks
in Bx ≥ b. We assume a bounded subsystem, thus G is an enumeration of the
feasible solutions to X, i.e. X = {xg}g∈G. |G| is typically exponential in the
input size. Reformulation [M ] is solved by branch-and-price: at each node of
the branch-and-bound tree the linear relaxation of [M ] is solved by column
generation with a pricing problem of the form: minx∈X{(c− πA) x}, where π
is the dual solution associated with constraints Ax ≥ a in [M ].

The most commonly used generic primal heuristic in this column genera-
tion context is the so-called restricted master heuristic. The column generation
formulation is restricted to a subset of generators G and associated variables,
and it is solved as a static IP. The restricted set G can either be generated
heuristically, or be made of the columns generated during the master LP so-
lution, or a mixture of both. The main drawback of this approach is that the
resulting restricted master integer problem is often infeasible (the columns of
G – typically defined by the LP solution – may not be combined to an integer
solution). In an application specific context, an ad-hoc recourse can be de-
signed to “repair” infeasibility. Such implementation has been developed for
network design [7], vehicle routing [2,8,26] and delivery [25] problems.

Simple greedy heuristic strategies have also been used: one iteratively adds
a greedy selected column (the one with the best so-called “pseudo-cost”) to
the partial solution until feasibility is reached. Column selection criteria can
make use of the pricing procedure: for instance selecting columns that have the
smallest ratio of reduced cost per unit of constraint satisfaction (based on dual
price estimates that can be re-evaluated in the course of the algorithm). One
can also use the master LP solution as a base for column selection. This gives
rise to so-called rounding heuristics. A standard rounding strategy for the
common set covering type master formulation consists of 3 steps: (i) an initial
partial solution is obtained by rounding downwards the master LP solution,
(ii) columns whose LP values are closest to their rounded part are then consid-
ered for round up while feasible, (iii) an ad-hoc constructive procedure is used
to complete the solution. Local search can be used to improve the solutions
while implementing some form of diversification. Typically one will remove



some of the columns selected in the primal solution and reconstruct a solution
with one of the above techniques. Greedy and rounding heuristics (sometimes
coupled with local search) have been used successfully applied [4,6,9,12,23,24]
(on cutting stock, planning, and vehicle routing problems). However, reach-
ing feasibility remains a difficult issue that is often handled in an application
specific manner along with greedy selection of columns, rounding directions
or neighborhood definition. Deriving general purpose approaches is difficult.
A generic way to complete a partial solution in search for feasibility is to gen-
erate further columns through pricing. This is precisely the strength of diving
heuristics.

3 Diving heuristics

A diving heuristic is a depth-first heuristic search in the branch-and-price tree.
At each node, a branch is heuristically selected based on greedy or rounding
strategies. After branching the master LP is re-optimized (exactly or approx-
imately). The branching rule used in such context is typically quite different
from the one used in an exact approach: in a diving heuristic, one is not con-
cerned with balancing the tree and one can overcome issues of variable fixing
that are not compatible with column generation. Generating new columns
in the process of re-optimization is an important feature for the success of
the approach as it allow to construct feasible solutions. Observe that fixing a
partial solution does not impair column generation: the residual master can
be tackled in the same way as the original master LP as no specific bounds on
master variables have been set. In particular, columns previously selected in
the partial solution remain in the formulation and may be selected again at a
further stage.

Diving heuristics admit many possible implementation variants as illus-
trated in previous application specific studies: they were used on vehicle
routing [18,22], crew rostering [17,16], cutting stock [11,23], and lot-sizing
[11] problems. A key feature is the column selection mode that drives the
heuristic: using greedy, random or rounding strategies (rounding down, up,
to the closest integer, or based on a threshold [11,16,18,22]). Note that sev-
eral columns can be taken into the solution simultaneously, and a constructive
heuristic can be applied in an attempt to complete the solution an any stage
[4,21]. A template of such diving procedure is given in Table 1.

In our implementation, columns are selected one at the time in Step 2, se-
lecting in the current master LP solution the λg variable value closest to integer
(among roundings that are feasible for the master program). The selected col-



Table 1
Depth first search diving heuristic

Algorithm 1
Step 1: Solve the current master LP.
Step 2: Select columns into the current solution at heuristically set values.
Step 3: If the partial solution defines a complete primal solution, record this
solution and goto Step 6.

Step 4: Update the master (right hand side) and the pricing problems (setting
new bounds on subproblem variables to generate proper columns).

Step 5: If residual master problem is shown infeasible through preprocessing,
goto Step 6. Else, return to Step 1.

Step 6: Stop.

umn g is taken in the solution at a value equal to the closest integer to λg.
An original feature not found in the above mentioned references is a limited
backtracking that implements a diversification mechanism. The solution ob-
tained through the initial depth-first exploration of the tree is considered as a
reference solution around which we implement a Limited Discrepancy Search
(LDS) [19]. The latter is controlled by two parameters: maxDepth and
maxDiscrepancy: up to depth maxDepth, we considered to deviate from
the reference solution in up maxDiscrepancy ways. Specifically, in Step 2,
we avoid selecting columns present in a tabu list (of size ≤maxDiscrepancy)
that consists of column selected in previous branches from which we wish to
diversify the search. In step 6, we backtrack, while the current depth is greater
than maxDepth or the current Discrepancy level = maxDiscrepancy. If
such backtracking is not possible, we stop. Otherwise, we create a new branch
defined by a tabu list made of columns that were tabu at the ancestor node
or were selected in previous child nodes of the ancestor node. The resulting
exploration tree is illustrated in Figure 1 for two parameter settings.

4 Computational results

We have build our diving heuristic into BaPCod [27], a generic Branch-and-
Price Code that we developed. To test its usefulness, we compare the exact
branch-and-price algorithm with and without the use of the primal heuristic at
the root node, and the use of the diving heuristic only. Table 2 presents com-
putational results on standard instances for the cutting stock problem (CSP)
[28], bin packing problem with conflicts (BPWC) [13] (only “hard instances”



(a) maxDepth = 3,
maxDiscrepancy = 1

(b) maxDepth = 2,
maxDiscrepancy = 2

Fig. 1. Illustration of a tree search with bounded depth and discrepancy

with the conflict graph density of 10–40%), the graph vertex coloring problem
(VCP) and classical vehicle routing problem (VRP) using the Instances A of
[20]. For maxDepth = 3 and maxDiscrepancy = 2, Table 2 reports the
problem class, the instances size, the number of instances tested (#inst.), the
number of unsolved instances within 30 minutes (#unsolv.), the average size
of the branch-and-price tree (#nodes, using the branching scheme of [29]), the
average solution time (in seconds). For the pure heuristic (DH only), we report
the number of instances for which the solution found is optimal (#solv.) and
the average gap of the solution found with the optimum (even when there is
no such gap, there still can be a gap with the column generation dual bound).

Table 2
Comparing branch-and-price with and without our diving heuristic (DH).

pure B-a-P DH + B-a-P DH only

problem size #inst. #unsolv. #nodes time #unsolv. #nodes time #solv. gap time

CSP 50 10 0 245 26 10 0% 2

CSP 80 10 0 417 192 10 0% 14

BPWC 60–500 280 9 148 167 0 2.9 102 278 0.02% 75

VCP 11–211 18 0 17 116 0 1.2 34 18 0% 26

VRP An32-80 27 10 5.25% 70
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